Complete sequence of the HLA DQ alpha and DQ beta cDNA from a DR5/DQw3 cell line.
The HLA-D region is composed of three subregions termed DR, DQ, and DP. We previously reported the sequence of a DR5 beta I and two DR5 beta III cDNA from the DR5 cell line Swei. We now report on the nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequence of the DQ alpha and DQ beta cDNA from the same DR5 cell line, which also types as DQw3. Comparison with other available DQ sequences indicates that DQ alpha has one region of major variability, whereas DQ beta appears to have four regions of variability. In addition, these comparisons indicate that DQw3 alpha from DR5 is different from DQw3 alpha from DR4, but identical to DQw2 alpha from DR3. In contrast, DQw3 beta from DR5 is very similar to DQw3 beta from DR4. These data indicate that at least for DQw2 and DQw3 it is the DQ beta chain that is responsible for DQ typing. Most sequence differences in DQ alleles can be attributed to point mutations; however, codon additions/deletions in the DQ alpha chain may contribute to variability. In addition, regions of possible gene conversion in the DQ alpha and DQ beta chains is suggested by the presence of a chi-like sequence in each chain. Finally, comparison of available haplotypes suggest recombination events may take place between DQ beta and DQ alpha, between DQ alpha and DR beta I, and between DR beta I and DR beta III.